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Sensory health     Personal sensory 
capacities

Environmental 
sensory 
features

Sensory 
demands of 
occupation

The extent to which there is a 
fit between personal sensory 

capacities, sensory demands of 
an occupation, and 

environmental sensory features

(adapted from Law et al., 1996)
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Embodiment of 
sensation through 
occupation:
A sensory perspective 
on migration & 
adaptation
(Bailliard, 2013)
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Habits of sensing & 
mental health: 
Understanding 
sensory dissonance
(Bailliard, 2015)
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Lived sensory 
experiences of 
adults with 
psychotic disorders
(Bailliard et al., under review)
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Why SHARE?

Myths about sensory processing
The Cartesian Illusion

10
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Mind-body dualisms 
A living legacy of Cartesian philosophy

• Centuries of seeing mind & 
body as separate
• Fear of death (i.e., separation of mind & 

body) = they can exist separately 
(Forstmann et al., 2012)

• Idea of objectivity ó mind can 
separate itself from its real-world 
position (Bailliard et al., 2021; Bailliard et al., 2020; 
Mehta, 2011; Sen, 2009; Young, 1990)

• Reproduced by mainstream 
cultural expressions
• ‘mind over matter’
• Works that celebrate transcending 

the body (Cella, 2017)

• Thoreau’s ‘Walden’
• Emerson’s ‘Nature’
• Wachowski brothers’ ‘The 

Matrix’

11

The Cartesian Theatre:
Representational 

theories 

• Sensory data is collected by sensory organs
• Data is combined/integrated in the brain
• Representation of ‘real world’ is created in the brain

12
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Impact on worldly 
understandings

• Social sciences
• Forgot the body
• Overreliance on conscious processes & 

mechanistic models of cognition & sensory 
processing

• Acontextual & ahistorical (Merleau-Ponty, 1964)

• Research
• Reductionist approaches = understand things by 

analyzing constitutive parts (Mehta, 2011; Merleau-Ponty, 1964)

• Healthcare & intervention
• Separation of mental & physical health services 

(Forstmann et al., 2012)
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Selective & focused sensory beings

• Used sensations to trigger identities – Hot sauce & Mexican identity
You wanna see how a Mexican eats? (Bailliard, 2013, p. 123)

• Used sensations to focus on pleasure – Cold water & daily pleasure
So, I only have so many pleasurable things in my life due to the situation I'm in. 
And it’s something pleasurable... [I] just attached myself to it (Bailliard, under 
review, p. 15)

• Actively regulated the scope of their perceptual orientation – Dog 
ownership & paranoia

A strange person walking down the street to just a guy walking his dog 
(Bailliard, under review, p. 16)

15

Selective & focused sensory beings

• Focused sensory scope to change mental health state
I tell myself, “Oh, delicious! They are cooking a . . .”—oh, I don’t 
know—“. . . a carne asada!” But I am making it up, I am imagining it, 
and that’s how it smells to me (Bailliard, 2015, p. 6904250020p5)

If I close my eyes, I imagine that I am home and my dad is working on 
the patio. . . . I can feel as if I am in my home and my father is 
outside.” (Bailliard, 2015, p. 6904250020p5)

When I was in more...psychotic states, I would make the same noise 
over and over again, and I... enjoyed it (Bailliard, under review, p. 16)

16
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Passive vs Active Sensory Beings? 
Reflex Arc & Stimulus-Response Paradigm

• Passive
• Everyone receives same stimuli from an 

objective position
• Processed differently by different capacities
• Differences in perception tend to be  attributed 

to organic differences

• Active 
• Body actively opens onto world of excess stimuli
• Becomes attuned to features of sensory 

environments
• Acquires ways “for making sense of the 

environment” (Bailliard et al. 2018, p. 224)

17
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Habits of sensing 

• Pre-reflective sensory expectations 
• Distress when sensory experiences didn’t match sensory expectations

I feel angered because I cannot comb it [hair] like I combed it in Saltillo

It tastes like plastic….it makes me feel bad!

The Mexican food here has its flavor…it has a U.S. flavor

I feel strange being in a far away place eating things [dishes] like over there, 
but they are not the same, so it makes me miss home more

I didn’t like anything, but I had to get used to it because I had to eat it, & I felt 
sad, empty 

(Bailliard 2015)

20
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Sensory dissonance

• Inability to rely on habits of sensing = sensory dissonance
• Need to recruit conscious aNenOon 

• Interrupted the flow of occupaOon

• Associated feelings of alienaJon, nostalgia, & distress
Because everything was different, I preferred to shut myself away…to stay with the 
few things I had brought from home...I tried to isolate myself in my world...but being 
shut away depressed me.
It is difficult. You must unlearn things & relearn them & adapt yourself to your new 
environment.”
Despair – Hopeless – Exasperated – Sick

(Bailliard 2015)

21

Sensory dissonance

(Bailliard, 2015)

22
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Humans learn through adjusting predictions to adapt subsequent actions

Dynamic environment = predictions always off = always learning

Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding model
(Barrett & Simmons, 2015; Hutchinson & Barrett, 2019)

23
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Lived sensory experience  is embodied

• Habits of sensing were historical

• Past meaningful engagements & sensory experiences became 
absorbed & embodied as expectations
• Repeated successful doings in similar sensory contexts create repeated 

experiences of specific sensations coupled with experiences of doing & 
related affect

• Embodied habits shape whether something feels right or feels wrong

(Bailliard 2013, 2015; Bailliard et al., under review)

25

Sensory anchors: Personal & affective 
sensorial guideposts to occupation 

• Sensory anchors are affective & historical
I love Pine-Sol. I remember back in the '90s. I don't know 
if you saw the commercial. It was an older woman and 
she just sniffs the Pine-Sol and she was like, "Oh, this is 
good." ...So, I like Pine-Sol…. Oh, it smells good and it 
leaves a scent

• Actions not consciously calculated at each moment –
they flow along sensory anchors as guideposts 

I like to hear myself walking to make sure I'm not 
walking on the wrong part of the treadmill. It helps me 
with where I put my feet so I can focus more  on the 
walk & music

26
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Sensory anchors
• Sensory cues that are monitored subconsciously to ensure an activity is 

proceeding as expected 
• Embodied as expected stimuli associated with specific actions & occupations
• Operate below conscious awareness

• Indicators that an action is going as planned
• Satiate an anticipated sensation

• Set the stage for the next anticipated sensation

• Mismatch between sensory anchors in the environment & personal sensory 
habits = sensory dissonance
• Experience feels wrong
• Disrupts flow of action

• Requires attention (Bailliard, 2015; Bailliard et al., under review)

27

Procedural memories

• Acquisition of perceptual & motor skills through repeated practice (Simor et al., 2019)

• Efficient processing of and automatic responses to complex environmental stimuli. 

• Improves performance

• Prior experience playing piano made learning a sequential finger-tapping 
task easier
• Enhanced learning of related movements (Müller et al., 2016) 

• Implicit memory is influenced by individual perception style (Hine & Tsushima, 2018)

• “Our individual sensory differences have some effects on unconscious processing 
rather than conscious processing.” (p.5)

28
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Embodiment paradigm
• Knowing

• Not just a cognitive process located in the mind, 
• Embedded in practices & the body 
• Often cannot be verbalized (Csordas, 1990)

• Perception
• Perception ends with objects as a “secondary product of reflective thinking” (Csordas, 1990, p.9)

• Occupation
• Pre-reflective habits of sensing & perceiving
• Embodied through past sociocultural experiences
• Always operating by analyzing & recognizing objects (e.g., things, persons, concepts, 

possibilities for action etc.) (Bailliard et al., 2018; Merleau-Ponty, 1968)

29

An EEG 
comparison of 
experienced 
pilots & novice 
pilots 
(Sestito et al., 2018)
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The Continuum of Embodiment (Meteyard et al., 2012)

31

Emplacement

• Body-Mind to Body-Mind-Environment 
(Howes, 2005)

• Place is dynamic & in movement
• Complex entanglements of “geological 

forms, weather, human socialites, material 
objects, buildings, animals & more” (Pink, 
2017, p.88)

32
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Sensory health is emplaced

• Sensory anchors are contingent on environmental factors

There’s everything to prepare the dishes you prepare. But, clearly, you don’t 
feel the food equally. Because they are prepared . . . maybe it’s in the same 
environment. That soup, I go drink it in front of the ocean, because I lived 25 
minutes from the ocean. I make my dish, and I miss that environment

the first really big shock . . . was the noise . . . a lot of silence here

we are accustomed to an incredible level of noise

We are more related to the earth. With the smell of the earth, what the earth 
produces. And here, everything is very aseptic. Extremely very clean . . . Seems 
like Alice in Wonderland (Bailliard, 2013)

33
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Sensory habits are relational

• Social tactile habits
We have a way of speaking very closely with the other person. I felt that, 
when I tried to express myself with Americans. . . with United Statesians, 
one must keep a distance. But I believe that that physical distance also, in 
a certain way, affected the possibility of establishing a deeper 
conversation . . .more emotional things

It’s literally contact. When you ride a subway or a bus you are in contact 
with people, you feel contacted and that produces some sort of wellness 
to be in touch with people. For me that was huge . . . that was difficult!

(Bailliard et al., 2015)

35

The social brain

• Humans are born underdeveloped
• Dependent on caregivers for survival & 

allostatic regulation 
• Cry for food, comfort, 

temperature regulation, etc.
• Infants associate social stimuli with 

allostatic regulation
• Early human development = hardwires 

the brain to highly value social interaction
• Higher order forms of social participation 

become associated with having basic 
needs met (Atzil et al., 2018)
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Action is relational
• Coupling (Merleau Ponty, 1969)

• Participatory sense-making (Fuchs & De Jaegher, 2009)

• We don’t “observe others from a third person stance” (p.468)

• Not a snapshot of activities where one person theorizes or simulates through procedural 
cognitive model

• Interactions = process of mutual incorporation
• Dynamic & embodied process where two people coordinate their actions 

through “bodily resonance, affect attunement, coordination of gestures, 
facial & vocal expressions” (p.466)

37

Figure background
• Body merges with the environment 

using a unique sensorial orientaJon 
• Developed through occupaOonal 

parOcipaOon in a social world (Bailliard et al., 2018)

• Body perceives “things”  
• Always a figure embedded in a background 

of other things 
• Others will perceive other figures (Bailliard et al., 

2018, p. 224)
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The Brain

Organ of relation
vs

Organ of cognition
(Di Paolo & De Jaegher, 2012)
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Polysensoriality

• Sensory stimuli were not experienced in isolation 

• Lived experience of a sensory stimulus always described along with 
additional stimuli which affected the meaning of the original stimulus

it feels good on your hands, it smells nice, & then you got the water running on 
your hands

A new church that has an incense smell. So, you get that new wood smell with 
the incense. I don't like old churches that have that - like old catholic churches 
that are burning incense - because you can smell the must, & I don't like that. 
But a new church with new wood - I like that smell

(Bailliard et al., under review)

41

Polysensoriality

• Experience of sensations were contingent on the situation & 
other sensations (ex: sounds in a dark alley)

listening to music…live music is fine but…canned music, like music that's on a radio or 
something, bothers me. It makes me...especially in the car, I feel more car sick when I 
listen to music. Sometimes it's okay, but it's just, like, this drone, & especially 
repetitive songs that are on the radio all the time

it's...kind of repulsive but also kind of...if I don't...shower for a week & you get that 
body odor...it's kind of...nice. Like, if you're at work you're...embarrassed & I'm like, 
this is...awful, & I'm turning people away, & I'm very self-conscious. But...if I'm at 
home I'm like, mmm, that kind of smells good” 

(Bailliard et al., under review)
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Aesthetics of sensory anchors

• Aesthetics transcended the cognitive & objective

I don’t like this type of smell, because I use Clorox, but 
here, it smells different. It doesn’t seem like it cleans as 
well . . . because it doesn’t smell as clean

It [cooking spray] feels like hairspray, as if it were some 
chemical. . . . It makes me feel bad

it [lettuce] tastes dirty

(Bailliard, 2015)
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Aesthetics & historical sensory habits

• Preferences affectively linked to memories & 
embodied as an aesthetic preference
• Affective experiences repeatedly coupled with 

sensory experiences generated aesthetic 
orientations to being-in-the-world. 
• The experience was aesthetic and felt right.

They're [my parents] from the South Bronx so they 
know how to take things & make do with what we 
have...I'm not saying I'm struggling now, but I just 
got that from them. It's just ingrained  in me, I 
guess...It's just bread to me

(Bailliard et al., under review)

45

Aesthetics: How doings should feel

• Past experiences shaped how experiences should feel
I'm very...comforted...I feel better about myself when 
I put them on because...they feel better. I just...feel 
better. When I have them, I get excited when they 
come out of the wash & I can wear them. 
There's...other jeans that don't fit as well, I feel 
awful in, I don't feel as good about myself. It's like I 
don't feel as comfortable. But these jeans just fit 
really well, & I like the way they're kind of worn out a 
little bit. I've definitely had jeans in the past that I 
wore out myself & they had much more 
meaning...these kind of feel that way without 
actually being something I've had for years...I think 
some of it’s the weight & the pressure on my 
legs...where it fits on my body (Bailliard et al., under review)
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Aesthetics are emplaced

• Particular polysensorial configurations that enhance emplacement 
are experienced as aesthetic moments

We are more related to the earth. With the smell of the earth, what the 
earth produces. And here, everything is very aseptic. Extremely very clean 
. . . Seems like Alice in Wonderland

There’s everything to prepare the dishes you prepare. But, clearly, you 
don’t feel the food equally. Because they are prepared . . . maybe it’s in 
the same environment. That soup, I go drink it in front of the ocean, 
because I lived 25 minutes from the ocean. I make my dish, and I miss that 
environment

(Bailliard, 2013,2015)

47

Gut feelings, grip, & a feel for the 
game

48
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It’s a simple house fire in a one-story house in a residential 
neighborhood. The fire is in the back, in the kitchen area. 
The lieutenant leads his hose crew into the building, to the 
back, to spray water on the fire, but the fire just roars back 
at them. “Odd,” he thinks. The water should have more of 
an impact. They try dousing it again and get the same 
results. They retreat a few steps to regroup. Then the 
lieutenant starts to feel as if something is not right. He 
doesn’t have any clues; he just doesn’t feel right about 
being in that house, so he orders his men out of the 
building - a perfectly standard building with nothing out of 
the ordinary. As soon as his men leave the building, the 
floor where they had been standing collapses. Had they still 
been inside, they would’ve plunged into the fire below
(Klein, 2017, p.34)

49

Body resonates with the world

• Perception organizes the environment 
• Pre-reflective identification of potential 

meanings & directions for action (Bailliard et al., 2018, 
p.224)

• “Projects polarize the world, causing a 
thousand signs to appear there, as if by 
magic, that guide action, as signs in a 
museum guide the visitor” (Merleau-Ponty, 1945/2012, p. 
115). 

50
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Intentional arcs
• “Things ring perception in us only by already 

being non-neutral, by having a tendency, 
orientation, or sense that already has its 
‘internal equivalent’ in us”
• Informs our relation to things & what is cognitively 

perceived (Morris, 2010, p. 144)

• Acquired skills are not ‘stored’ as cognitive 
representations in the mind
• Absorbed bodily dispositions ready to respond to the 

solicitations of the world (Bailliard et al., 2018; Dreyfus, 2002)

• Pre-reflective life has a directedness
• Body is axis around which possibilities of action 

organize (Bailliard et al., 2018, p.225)

51

Tension, harmony, & occupational grip

• Optimal body attitudes & orientations to maximize grip (Carman, 2008, p. 110)

• Tension when deviate from optimal grip 
• Adjust to reduce tension and restore grip (Bailliard et al., 2018)

• Pre-reflective intentionalities are normative intentionalities
• Involve a sense of “normativity, the felt rightness and wrongness of the 

various bodily attitudes we unthinkingly assume and maintain” (Carman, 2008, 
p. 110)

• We have unique combinations 

• Social in nature

52
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A ‘taste’ for doing 
• People learn how to use their bodies & senses 

through occupation in their specific context
• Dependency on social stimuli for allostatic regulation = a visceral 

sense of what feels ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ during  occupation

• Bodily expressions are relentlessly regulated, controlled, & 
judged from birth 

• Sociopolitical positioning affects sensory 
orientation to world
• Difficult to imagine otherwise

• Shapes future expressions of occupation & preferences for self 
& others

• Ways of being & doing become forms of social & cultural capital

(Atzil et al., 2018; Bailliard, 2016, Bailliard et al., 2018; Bailliard et al., 2020, Bailliard et al., 2021; Bourdieu, 2004; Young, 1990)
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Sensory processing – Inclusion & exclusion

• Do ways of sensing & doing align with expectations of the context?
• “internalization of historico-racial schemas enables some bodies even & precisely as they 

disable other bodies” (Weiss, 2015, p.88)

• Behaviors driven by sensory needs can be non-socially sanctioned 
• An autistic child may express atypical bodily comportments (e.g., flapping, eye gaze, sounds) 

while performing an occupation. 

• Seeking to ‘normalize’ sensory processing & doing can be oppressive
• Sensory processing patterns vary naturally across behavior patterns & diagnostic categories 

(Dean et al., 2022)

• Oppressing a need for a specific sensory experience

55

Implications for intervention

56
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What is sensory health?

• Freedom & capability to find grip & fit 
• An occupational justice perspective
• Right to sensorial & occupational 

expressions to experience dignity, 
inclusion, health & wellbeing in context of 
associated living
• Requires more than a context that is free 

from obstruction, requires a supportive 
context that enables the conversion and 
expression of skills in the real world 

57

Justice, 
sensory health, 
& OT

• Many sensory interventions are oppressive – caution on cultural imperialism! 
• Impoverished environments & opportunities for embodiment

• Opportunity to develop sensory capacities & ‘healthy’ sensory habits

• Advocating for sensory needs & neurodiversity
• Invisible need 
• Adjusting sensory environments to enhance inclusion

• Honoring history of embodiment of sensory experiences
• Incorporating sensory embodiment in learning & therapy

58
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Implications for evaluation of sensory processing

• Use more than standardized assessments 
• OccupaOonal history/health is inOmately related to sensory history/health

• Individuals have different habits of sensing & sensory orientaOons

• Avoid overgeneralizing the impact of a noxious sJmulus across contexts
• SensaOons vary in meaning & impact on parOcipaOon depending on context

• Consider a structured observaJonal guide for real-world contexts
• What sensory anchors & markers structure a person’s acOviOes?

• Which polysensorial configuraOons affect parOcipaOon? How?

59

Implications for intervention

• Address sensory processing regardless of the intervention target
• Sensory environment (e.g., clinic vs community vs. in-home)
• Client sensory preferences/aversions
• Help clients develop insight to themselves as sensory beings
• Develop strategies to manage sensory health

• Use sensory scaffolding 
• Harness sensory anchors to support participation

• Habit training to modify sensory anchors

• Increase grip 
• Increase awareness of intentional arcs 
• Modify intentional arcs (number & selective focus)?

60
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Conclusion
_________________________________________________________________________________________

• Sensory Health: A Relational and 
Emplaced (SHARE) framework of 
occupation
• Sensory experiences are our way of being 

in the world
• Sensory orientations & sensory ways of 

being are the basis of inclusion & exclusion

• Interventionists should consider adding 
the SHARE framework to their overall 
framework for understanding clients
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